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Phone +49 (0) 831/5 71 40 - 903
Fax +49 (0) 831/5 71 40 - 37

www.abt-sportsline.com · export@abt-sportsline.de

VW T5 (7H)

ABT ENGINE TECHNOLOGY  

ABT Power / Chip tuning

ABT AERODYNAMICS

ABT front spoiler 

ABT side skirts

ABT rear skirt

ABT rear wing

ABT front grille

ABT SPORTS WHEELS  

BR sPoRTs wheel

19 inch, polished and diamond-machined,
individual paint for BR wheel on request

AR sPoRTs wheel

18, 19 and 29 inch

EXHAUST TECHNOLOGY  

ABT rear muffler 

ABT SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGY

ABT suspension springs with car lowering 

ABT sports suspension, perfect adjusted combination of springs 
and shock absorbers. 

ABT INTERIOR

ABT floor mats

VW BUS T5 (TYP 7H) SERIES                        ABT PERFORMANCE

ABT POWER  

1.9 l TDI 63 kw (85 hp), 200 Nm 81 kw (110 hp), 260 Nm

1.9 l TDI  77 kw (105 hp), 250 Nm 96 kw (130 hp), 300 Nm

2.5 l TDI  96 kw (130 hp), 340 Nm 118 kw (160 hp), 380 Nm

2.5 l TDI 128 kw (174 hp), 400 Nm 144 kw (195 hp), 450 Nm

ABT BR Sportfelge. 
Diamantbedreht oder hochglanzpoliert, optional mit versteckten 
Ventilen, gewichtsoptimiert und perfekt im handling.



Further information at  www.abt-sportsline.com

MORE POWER. MORE FUN.
 GUARANTEED

ABT enGine TecHnoloGy 

ABT AerodynAmicS

ABT exHAuST TecHnoloGy

ABT SuSpenSionS

ABT SporTS wHeelS

The requirement to bring out the best in every engine is part of ABT’s family tradition. Where 
 performance upgrades and optimization of the motor management via chip tuning (ABT power)  
are concerned we are in our element and clearly the world’s number one for cars by the VW  
group. Thanks to the experience we have acquired in our many years of professional racing, we  
are aware that not only power is important, but also durability. 

If you rate extraordinary dynamics as high as individuality, then you have found the perfect pit crew in the 
ABT team. Our designers, engineers, technicians and model makers work hand in hand , and the result is 
definitely highly respectable: a tuning program developed by our company, from the front grill to the rear 
wing, which we can use to transform your series production vehicle into an impressive character performer. 

Impressive power is turned into optical and acoustical enjoyment: Thanks to extensive development  
work and double-walled stainless steel design, ABT exhaust systems and rear mufflers always put on 
an impeccable performance.

It is only the right suspension that makes higher engine power pure pleasure. Also in this field we bring  
our entire racing experience and hence absolute cutting-edge technology onto the road. ABT suspension 
springs lower the vehicle and provide for dynamic looks and more stable road holding.

Elegant or dynamic, modern or classical, silver or titanium – but always professionally balanced down 
to the last detail as far as weight and handling are concerned – ABT sports wheels perfectly round off 
the  individual performance of your car. After all, they clearly show at a glance that they conform with the 
 highest of demands both on the road and on the racing track and that they do not only look good but  
also want to be driven.

ABT rear wing. Dynamic and tasteful elegance. ABT AR sports wheel. Diamond-machined with 
exclusive finish. optimized in weight, painted an-
thracite. A class of its own.

ABT front grille. Gives exclusive sportiness its di-
stinctive character. Including ABT chrome logo.

DER ABT SPORTiNG VAN.
concenTrATed power SupplemenTS For THiS AllGäu Bull(i).

Once more the ABT development team have proved themselves to be true artists when it comes to combi-
ning driving enjoyment and everyday use in one vehicle: With performance increased to 195hp and 450Nm 
torque, they have improved the bloodline of the T5 – the latest addition to the legendary VW Bulli family tree – 
from a utility vehicle to the exciting ABT Sporting Van. And it really looks the part too: Thanks to its dynamic 
optical appearance, lowering and the addition of ABT sports wheels, it positively champs at the bit even when 
in “park” and puts it beyond all doubt that even “bus drivers” can have a whole load of fun here.


